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The packing preferences of dimers formed by nitrogen-containing planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
((C30H15N)2 and (C36H15N)2) were studied by means of theoretical calculations. Potential energy curves
corresponding to various relative motions of the monomers (vertical displacement, rotating, slipping, and
combinations of them) were derived. It was found that the monomers in suchπ-stacked dimers are rather
strongly held together (the interaction energy is about-9 kcal/mol) in an off-centered arrangement. It emerges
as a general picture that the aligned structures are less stable than the ones where the nitrogen atoms, as the
centers of the considered monomers, are not on top of each other but offset by 1.8-2.7 Å. Displacing the
centers further results in a rapid reduction of the interaction energy. Within these relatively large relative
motions (up to about 3 Å) of the monomers, however, no significant loss of stability of the dimers is noted.
In the case of C30H15N, changing the orientation of the enantiotopic faces in the dimer formation leads to two
nonequivalent minimum energy structures of similar energies but notably different geometries. The most
stable structure of both dimers studied resembles that of two adjacent layers of graphite. We conclude, therefore,
that the studied molecules could be considered as good building block candidates for the fabrication of columnar
organic conductors.

Introduction

π-Stacking, a qualitative conceptual argument frequently used
in the discussion of directed intermolecular colligative forces,
is poorly quantified by experimental data, and, so far, conven-
tional methods of ab initio theoretical chemistry are not
applicable for practical modeling of largeπ-stacked com-
plexes.1,2

Although there is a general consensus concerning the
importance of this interaction in almost any field of chemistry,
not much is known with respect to its sensitivity to geometrical
parameters such as interplanar distance, centroı¨d dislocation,
and torsional angle along the stacking axis. Of minor importance
in the case of interaction between smallπ-systems, for example,
the interaction of double bonds with benzene derivatives, these
parameters become crucial when considering the stacking of
extended polynuclear aromatic systems (PAH) such as hexa-
benzocoronene (HBC) and its substituted derivatives, an ex-
perimentally well-studied class of compounds.3 Interestingly,
this compound shows two distinct stacking patterns depending
on the environment: a slipped interaction, resembling the
structure of graphite, is found in the crystalline state4 and
produces a similar herringbone pattern as in most crystals of
unsubstituted aromatic compounds. Ultrathin layers (up to about
eight molecules in thickness) on Cu(111) or Au(111) surfaces,
however, arrange in aligned stacks of molecules which show
little disorder.5 Previous calculations (using simple semiem-
pirical method) on trimers and tetramers of coronene,6 however,
indicate stacked-displaced structures as the most stable inter-
molecular interaction in which the verticalπ-π overlap nearly

vanishes, a structure which is neither found in the solid state
nor parallels the experimental findings in ultrathin layers of HBC
on solid supports.

Nothing is known, however, on the influence of heteroatoms
in such systems as exemplified by the benzannelated cyclazine
1 (C36H15N). This hitherto unknown molecule could be an
interesting candidate for a directional organic conductor if
arranged in an extended columnar array, because the presence
of a nitrogen atom is expected to lower the oxidation potential
of the system considerably. This would render the molecule a
nearly perfect hole conductor within the stack.

As the less symmetrical cyclazine2 (C30H15N) was selected
as a synthetically easier target instead, the question arose as to
what extent theπ-π stacking properties would be influenced
by the omission of six peripheral sp2 carbon atoms.

Computational Method

To determine the structural preferences of the considered
dimers, we analyzed the potential energy curves corresponding
to various intermolecular degrees of freedom: vertical distance,
rotating, slipping, and their combinations. In the case of
cyclazine2, we considered also two possible relative orientations
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of the monomers because the molecule exhibits enantiotopic
faces. The conformational analyses were restricted to a parallel
arrangement of the molecular planes because any deviation from
planarity involves large steric barriers for such extended
aromatic systems.

The interaction energies were evaluated using formalism
based on the total energy bifunctionalE[F1,F2] which offers an
alternative to the conventional Kohn-Sham7 route to approach
the ground-state energy in density functional theory8,9 (DFT).
In the bifunctionalE[F1,F2], which is a particular case of the
multifunctional introduced by Cortona10 in variational DFT
calculations, not only its exchange-correlation part needs to be
approximated as an explicit functional of the electron density
but also the nonadditive component of the kinetic energy. The
bifunctionalE[F1,F2] has been used in three types of calculations
which differ in the wayF1 and F2 are treated such as: (a)F1

andF2 are the electron densities of the isolated monomers as in
the model of Gordon and Kim11 for the evaluation of the
interaction energies for weakly bound complexes, (b)F1 andF2

are obtained from the minimization of the bifunctionalE[F1,F2],12

and (c) one of the densities,F1 for instance, is obtained from
variational calculations, whileF2 is kept frozen, which leads to
the orbital-free embedding formalism of Wesolowski and
Warshel.13 In this work, we used the gradient-dependent
approximations to the exchange-correlation and nonadditive
kinetic-energy components ofE[F1,F2]. Recently, we demon-
strated that the chosen approximations lead to very good
interaction energies for a testing set of 25 weakly interacting
intermolecular complexes at their equilibrium geometries.14 They
have also been successfully applied in the studies of the
potential-energy surface of various other weakly bound com-
plexes including the benzene dimer,15 and complexes involving
benzene,16 carbazole,17 and other aromatic carbohydrates.18 More
details concerning the applied method can be found in ref 14.
Here, we outline only the specific features relevant to the
discussed calculations:

(1) The generalized gradient approximation of Perdew and
Wang (PW91)19 was used for the exchange-correlation energy,
and, following the conjointness conjecture of Lee et al.,20 the
reparametrized21 enhancement factor of the exchange part of
the PW91 functional was used to approximate the nonadditive
kinetic-energy bifunctional. For weakly overlappingF1 andF2,
the applied approximation to the kinetic-energy bifunctional
emerged as the most accurate in our rigorous tests.22,23 Due to
the size of the considered systems, we limited the basis set to
TZVP.24 This basis set was demonstrated to approach the basis
set limit results in the minimization of the bifunctionalE[F1,F2]
for the benzene dimer15 and complexes involving hydro-
carbons.18

(2) The presented results were obtained using the nonvaria-
tional variant of the formalism. The exact expression for the
interaction energy (∆E ) E[F1,F2] - E[F1°] - E[F2°], where
F1 and F2 are the electron densities minimizingE[F1,F2] and
F1° andF2° are the electron densities of the isolated monomers)
was approximated by∆E ) E[F1°,F2°] - E[F1°] - E[F2°]. In
the case of the studied complexes, the minimization of the two
densities in the complex leads to negligible effects on the
interaction energies, resulting in a uniform shift of the potential
energy curves. For more discussions on this approximation, see
ref 17.

(3) The calculations were performed by means of the modified
version of the deMon program25 into which a formalism
performing the variational calculations based on the bifunctional
E[F1,F2] was implemented.12

The applied computational method is based on first principles.
It is, therefore, system-independent. Because it uses only
semilocal approximations to the relevant functionals, it cannot
describe properly the interactions between nonoverlapping
electron densities. However, if the overlap between the electron
densities of the interacting molecules is not negligible, as is
the case for the systems studied in the present work, the applied
method was shown to lead to very accurate interaction energies,
typically significantly better than the ones derived using the
conventional Kohn-Sham formalism.14 Moreover, the func-
tional used to calculate the Coulomb interactions, which were
shown by Hunter and Sanders26 to determine the structure of
stackedπ-π complexes, is evaluated exactly for a given pair
of electron densities in the applied formalism. For these reasons,
we have chosen the bifunctional method for this study aimed
at predicting the structural preferences of dimers bound by
noncovalent interactions.

Results

Several types of intermediate geometries are discussed
throughout this work. For each dimer, we started with the
structure in which the corresponding atoms are localized exactly
on top of each other (arrangement of the highest symmetry).
The conformational energy search was performed by analyzing
the potential energy curves corresponding to the variations of
the following intermolecular degrees of freedom: interplanar
distancez, angleφ of rotation about theC3 axis of one of the
monomers (see Figure 1a), and the degrees of freedom associ-
ated with slipping one monomer on the other: magnituder and
directionR (see Figure 1b). Because the two faces of cyclazine
2 are enantiotopic and hence not equivalent, two types of dimers
were considered: one with the same orientation of the faces of
the monomers, that is, bothsi-faces up ()achiralmeso-dimer),
and the other with the opposite orientation, that is, bothsi-faces
at the inside ()chiral dimer). It is worthwhile to notice that, in
the case of the opposite orientation of the faces of the cyclazine
2 dimer, localization for each atom exactly on top of their
corresponding partners is not possible.

(C30H15N)2: meso-Dimer. In the highest symmetry arrange-
ment of this dimer, the interaction energy varies rapidly with
the interplanar distance and reaches the minimum of∆E ) -5
kcal/mol atz ) 3.45 Å. Rotating one monomer about itsC3

axis increases the interaction energy further (see Figure 2a),
which leads to a new minimum (∆E ) -7.0 kcal/mol) atφ )
30°. Continued rotation reduces the interaction energy very
slightly, reaching-6.8 kcal/mol atφ ) 60°. Due to the
symmetry of the dimer, the potential energy curve for 60° < φ

< 120° is the mirror image of the one for 0° < φ < 60°, which
yields a rather flat potential energy curve for 30° < φ < 90°.
Reoptimizing the interplanar distance forφ ) 30° andφ ) 60°
leads to an almost uniform shift of the potential energy curve
to ∆E ) -7.4 kcal/mol and∆E ) -7.1 kcal/mol, respectively,
at z ) 3.3 Å.

The next step in the conformational analysis consisted of
analyzing the energetic effects associated with slipping one
monomer with respect to the other. Starting from the (φ ) 60°,
z ) 3.3 Å)-structure, one of the monomers was shifted by the
distancer. The potential energy curves corresponding toR )
0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° are shown in Figure 2b. The deepest
minimum ∆E ) -8.4 kcal/mol was found forR ) 0° at r )
2.7 Å. Figure 3a shows this minimum energy structure.
Interestingly, but perhaps not surprising, every second atom of
one monomer is aligned with an atom of the other monomer,
an arrangement as it occurs in graphite. Starting from the (φ )
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30°, z ) 3.3 Å)-structure yields very similar curves not leading
to a more stable geometry, however.

(C30H15N)2: Chiral Dimer. In the starting structure (the
highest symmetry arrangement), the two nitrogen atoms are
again localized exactly on top of each other, but, opposite to
the previously discussed case, not every atom of one monomer
finds its partner in the other monomer. In this arrangement, the
interplanar distancez at minimum energy is similar to the one
found for themesocase (∆E ) -6.8 kcal/mol atz ) 3.36 Å).
Rotating one monomer about itsC3 axis leads to the potential
energy curve shown in Figure 4a. The lowest minimum (∆E )
-7.5 kcal/mol) occurs at this time atφ ) 20° already.
Reoptimizing the interplanar distance toz ) 3.29 Å does not
noticeably increase the interaction energy, but, as compared to
the mesocase, the potential energy curve is less smooth and
shows two distinct maxima at 48° and 88°.

The potential energy curves corresponding to slipping atR
) 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°, starting from the (φ ) 20°, z ) 3.29
Å)-geometry, are shown in Figure 4b. All four curves show a
similar trend: they start at an energy minimum and reach, after
a low barrier at 1-1.5 Å, the second energy minimum at 2.5-

3.5 Å. ForR ) 0° andr ) 3.5 Å (cf. Figure 3b), this minimum
is deeper (∆E ) -7.8 kcal/mol) than the previous one.

(C36H15N)2. For this dimer, the potential energy surface was
analyzed in the same order as in the previously discussed cases
starting from the highest symmetry arrangement for which the
energy minimum of∆E ) -6.3 kcal/mol occurs atz ) 3.47
Å. The potential energy curve corresponding to the rotation
about theC3 axis shown in Figure 5a resembles that of themeso-
dimer of2, but shows a more pronounced angle dependence as
compared to the previous case. Betweenφ ) 0° andφ ) 120°,
two distinct minima of∆E ) -7.7 kcal/mol and∆E ) -7.5
kcal/mol appear atφ ) 24° andφ ) 60°, respectively. The two
minima are separated by a small energy barrier atφ ) 45°.
Reoptimizing the intermolecular distancez leads to a decrease
of the energy at-8.0 kcal/mol and-7.8 kcal/mol forφ ) 24°
and φ ) 60°, respectively, and a slightly shorter interplanar
distance amounting toz ) 3.35 Å at either minimum.

As in the previously discussed cases, the potential energy
curves involving slipping of the monomers were calculated
starting from the minimum energy geometry (φ ) 60°, z) 3.35
Å) for the directionsR ) 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° as shown in

Figure 1. Top view of the (C30H15N)2 dimer showing the intermolecular degrees of freedom considered in this work: the anglesφ andR, and the
distancer. The central nitrogen atom of each monomer is in green, and the remaining atoms (carbon and hydrogen) are in red for one monomer
and in blue for the other.

Figure 2. Interaction energy∆E for themeso-dimer (C30H15N)2: (a)∆E as a function of the angleφ, (b) ∆E as a function of the parallel displacement
r for φ ) 60° and several directionsR. For the description of the angles, see Figure 1.
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Figure 5b. The deepest minimum (∆E ) -9.6 kcal/mol) was
found forR ) 30° andr ) 1.8 Å. Figure 6 shows this minimum
energy structure which is very similar to the minimum energy
structure of the C30H15N meso-dimer (cf. Figure 3a). However,
the atoms of one monomer are not localized exactly on top of
an atom or a ring center of the other monomer, but are slightly
shifted. The three other curves (R ) 0°, 60°, and 90°) lead to
less deep minima occurring at considerably larger slipping
distances (r close to 3 Å). Similar analyses of the potential
energy curves starting from the geometry of the other minimum
found in the previous step (φ ) 24°, z) 3.35 Å) lead to smaller
interaction energies.

Discussion

It is appealing to analyze the energy differences derived from
our calculations in terms of the number of carbon-surface
contacts. Theoretical and experimental27-32 studies indicate that
a single carbon-surface contact at a favorable structural
arrangement can contribute to the interaction energy as much
as 3.11 kcal/mol.27-31 Clearly, our calculated binding energies
per contact are much smaller. For instance, there are 26 contacts
at the global minimum geometry of (C36H15N)2 (see Figure 6),

which yield 0.37 kcal/mol per contact. At this stage, it might
be useful to differentiate between two types of contacts: (a)
contacts involving only atoms in the interior of the molecule
such as the ones occurring in the infinite sheets in graphite,
and (b) contacts involving edge atoms of one monomer and
interior atoms of the other such as the ones occurring for alkanes
adsorbed on graphite surface. On the basis of our results, we
conclude that the contacts of the latter type are more important
because the minimum energy structures found in this work
maximize the number of contacts between the edge atoms of
one molecule and the interior atoms of the other at the expense
of the contacts formed by two interior atoms. Therefore, the
stabilizing effect of the edge atoms (rim effect) emerging from
this study can be expected to be the dominating factor
determining the structure of complexes such as those analyzed
in the present work.

The remarkable structural similarity between the relative
arrangement of the two monomers in the minimum geometry
of either themeso-dimer of (C30H15N)2 or the (C36H15N)2 dimer
and the arrangement of two graphite layers indicates that the
presence of the nitrogen atom does not influence significantly
the stacking interactions. To make a more detailed assessment

Figure 3. The minimum energy structures of the (C30H15N)2 dimer: (a) the most stable structure for themeso-dimer, (b) the most stable structure
for the chiral dimer. The color of the atoms follows the same convention as that in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Interaction energy∆E for the (C30H15N)2 chiral dimer: (a)∆E as a function of the angleφ, (b) ∆E as a function of the parallel
displacementr for φ ) 20° and several directionsR. For the description of the angles, see Figure 1.
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of the effect of the nitrogen atom, the potential energy curve
corresponding to the variation of the intermolecularz distance
of two perfectly aligned ovalene (C32H14) molecules is shown
in Figure 7. The ovalene molecule was chosen because of its
similarity to the two nitrogen-containing PAHs studied in this
work. Indeed, as compared to the nitrogen-free reference ovalene
dimer,z increases negligibly due to the presence of the nitrogen
atom (by 0.02 and 0.04 Å for (C30H15N)2 and (C36H15N)2,
respectively). As far as the interaction energy∆E is concerned,
the potential energy curve of (C32H14)2 lies between those of
(C30H15N)2 and (C36H15N)2, reflecting thus the fact that the
interaction energy correlates with the number of contacts
between atoms of different monomers.

Conclusions

The theoretical studies ofπ-stacking of two selected nitrogen-
containing PAHs reveal features of great relevance for their
possible role as building blocks of columnar structures.

The minimum geometries of all considered dimers are off-
centered. At such an arrangement, the number of possible
contacts is reduced as compared to a perfectly aligned stacked
dimer. We attribute the fact that the slipped geometry is more

stable than the centered one to the difference in stability between
the edge-interior and interior-interior contacts (rim effect),
which dominates the molecule-molecule interaction and de-
termines the overall geometry of the stacked dimers.

The nonnegligible energy difference (0.6 kcal/mol) between
themeso- and chiral dimers of C30H15N indicates the surprising
possibility of a shape recognition phenomenon, which is
expected to yield, experimentally, the more stable configuration,
that is, themeso-typed stacks of C30H15N exclusively. The origin
of this energy difference can be qualitatively explained by a
higher number of stabilizing atom-atom contacts in the C30H15N
meso-dimer (Figure 3a) than in the chiral C30H15N dimer (Figure
3b). This interpretation is supported by the fact that the
(C36H15N)2 dimer with a larger number of contacts is more stable
than the C30H15N meso-dimer (∆E ) -9.6 vs∆E ) -8.4 kcal/
mol).

Finally, we notice that the presence of nitrogen in the center
of the analyzed monomers does not imply any apparent
preferences as the structure of the dimers is concerned.

In summary, N-containing highly extended aromatic systems
can be expected to be very good building blocks ofπ-stacked

Figure 5. Interaction energy∆E for the (C36H15N)2 dimer: (a)∆E as a function of the angleφ, (b) ∆E as a function of the parallel displacement
r for φ ) 60° and several directionsR. For the description of the angles, see Figure 1.

Figure 6. The most stable structure of the (C36H15N)2 dimer. The color
of the atoms follows the same convention as that in Figure 1. Figure 7. Interaction energy∆E as a function of the interplanar

distancez for (C32H14)2, (C30H15N)2, and (C36H15N)2 dimers in the
highest symmetry arrangement.
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complexes, in which the central nitrogen atoms does not disturb
the intermolecular interactions significantly. This triggers the
way toward the synthesis of such columnar arrays and their use
as promising organic hole conductors excelling the all-carbon
PAHs.
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